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AFGHAN PEACE AND INDIA’S ELBOW ROOM
Though Side-lined From Regional Discussions On Afghanistan, India Must Still Pursue The Ample
Chances In Seeking Peace
Earlier this month, the United Nations Secretariat held a meeting of what it calls the “6+2+1”
group on regional efforts to support peace in Afghanistan, a group that includes six neighbouring
countries: China, Iran, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan; global players the United
States and Russia, and Afghanistan itself. India was conspicuous by its absence from the meeting on
April 16, given its historical and strategic ties with Afghanistan, but not for the first time.

Left out, but some recovery
In December 2001, for example, the Indian team led by special envoy Satinder Lambah arrived
in Germany’s Petersberg hotel near Bonn, where the famous Bonn agreement was negotiated, to
find no reservations had been made for them at the official venue. In January 2010, India was invited
to attend the “London Conference” on Afghanistan, but left out of the room during a crucial meeting
that decided on opening talks with the Taliban.
In 2020, the reason given for keeping India out of regional discussions on Afghanistan was
ostensibly that it holds no “boundary” with Afghanistan; but in fact it is because New Delhi has never
announced its support for the U.S.-Taliban peace process. In both 2001 and 2010, however, India
fought back its exclusion successfully. At the Bonn agreement, Ambassador Lambah was widely
credited for ensuring that Northern Alliance leaders came to a consensus to accept Hamid Karzai as
the Chairman of the interim arrangement that replaced the Taliban regime. After the 2010
conference, New Delhi redoubled its efforts with Kabul, and in 2011, Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh and Afghanistan President Karzai signed the historic Strategic Partnership Agreement, which
was Afghanistan’s first such agreement with any country.

New Delhi’s stand
As planners in South Block now consider their next steps in Afghanistan, they must fight back
against the idea that any lasting solution in Afghanistan can be discussed without India in the room,
while also studying the reasons for such exclusions. To begin with, India’s resistance to publicly
talking to the Taliban has made it an awkward interlocutor at any table. Its position that only an
Afghan-led, Afghan-owned, and Afghan-controlled process can be allowed is a principled one, but
has no takers. Kabul, or the Ashraf Ghani government does not lead, own or control the
reconciliation process today, comprising the U.S.-Taliban negotiation for an American troops
withdrawal, and intra-Afghan talks on power sharing. The U.S.-Taliban peace deal means that the
Taliban, which has not let up on violent attacks on the Afghan Army, will become more potent as the
U.S. withdraws soldiers from the country, and will hold more sway in the inter-Afghan process as
well, as the U.S. withdraws funding for the government in Kabul.
New Delhi’s decision to put all its eggs in the Ghani basket has had a two-fold effect: its voice
in the reconciliation process has been limited, and it has weakened India’s position with other
leaders of the deeply divided democratic setup in Kabul such as the former chief executive Abdullah
Abdullah. Meanwhile, India’s presence inside Afghanistan, which has been painstakingly built up
since 2001, is being threatened anew by terror groups such as the Islamic State Khorasan Province
(ISKP), believed to be backed by Pakistan’s establishment. Intercepts showed that the brutal attack,
in March, that killed 25 at a gurudwara in Kabul was meant for the embassy in Kabul, and intelligence
agencies had warned of suicide car bomb threats to the consulates in Jalalabad and Herat last
December.
While the government has said that the novel coronavirus pandemic prompted its decision to
clear out both consulates this month, the truth is that a full security reassessment is under way for
them. Either way, India’s diplomatic strength in Afghanistan should not appear to be in retreat just
when it is needed the most.
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What dents India’s goodwill
The government must also consider the damage done to the vast reservoir of goodwill India
enjoys in Afghanistan because of recent events in the country, especially the controversy over the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act. The building blocks of that goodwill are India’s assistance in
infrastructure projects, health care, education, trade and food security, and also in the liberal access
to Afghans to study, train and work in India. Above all, it is India’s example as a pluralistic, inclusive
democracy that inspires many. Afghanistan’s majority-Muslim citizens, many of whom have treated
India as a second home, have felt cut out of the move to offer fast track citizenship to only Afghan
minorities, as much as they have by reports of anti-Muslim rhetoric and incidents of violence in India.
While many of these are problems of perception, New Delhi must move swiftly to regain the
upper hand in the narrative in Afghanistan. India’s assistance of more than $3 billion in projects,
trade of about $1 billion, a $20 billion projected development expenditure of an alternate route
through Chabahar, as well as its support to the Afghan National Army, bureaucrats, doctors and
other professionals for training in India should assure it a leading position in Afghanistan’s regional
formulation.
Three major projects: the Afghan Parliament, the Zaranj-Delaram Highway, and the
Afghanistan-India Friendship Dam (Salma dam), along with hundreds of small development projects
(of schools, hospitals and water projects) have cemented that position in Afghan hearts nationwide,
regardless of Pakistan’s attempts to undermine that position, particularly in the South. As a result, it
would be a mistake, at this point, to tie all India’s support in only to Kabul or the Ghani government;
the government must strive to endure that its aid and assistance is broad-based, particularly during
the novel coronavirus pandemic to centres outside the capital, even if some lie in areas held by the
Taliban.

Making a leap
India must also pursue opportunities to fulfil its role in the peace efforts in Afghanistan,
starting with efforts to bridge the Ghani-Abdullah divide, and bringing together other major leaders
with whom India has built ties for decades. It would be an utter tragedy if the Taliban were to enter
the government in Kabul as the U.S. deal envisages, to find the opposing front collapse as it did in
1996.
The conversation India’s External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar had with the U.S.’s Special
Envoy Zalmay Khalilzad last week, where they discussed India’s “engagement” in the peace process,
appears to open a window in that direction.
An understanding between Iran and the U.S. on Afghanistan is necessary for lasting peace as
well, and India could play a mediatory part, as it did in order for the Chabahar project.
Finally, New Delhi should use the United Nations’s call for a pause in conflicts during the novel
coronavirus pandemic, to ensure a hold on hostilities with Pakistan. This will be even more difficult
than it sounds, given the abyss that bilateral relations have fallen into in the past year over Kashmir
and the rise in firepower exchanged at the Line of Control.
However, if there is one lesson that the the U.S.-Taliban talks have imparted, it is that both
have found it necessary to come to the table for talks on Afghanistan’s future. For India, given its
abiding interest in Afghanistan’s success and traditional warmth for its people, making that leap
should be a bit easier.
Above all, the government must consider the appointment of a special envoy, as it has been
done in the past, to deal with its efforts in Afghanistan, which need both diplomatic agility and a
firmness of purpose at a watershed moment in that country’s history.
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Meanings of Difficult Words:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

elbow room (noun) – scope, room to
manoeuvre, leeway/margin, latitude.
sideline (verb) – remove from the centre of
activity.
pursue (verb) – engage in, conduct, follow,
carry on.
ample (adjective) – large, huge, great,
substantial.
seek (verb) – try, attempt, endeavour,
strive/work.
conspicuous by one’s absence (phrase) –
(of someone/something) not in a place or
situation where you think it/they should be.
ties (noun) – association, affiliation,
allegiance, friendship.
left out (adjective) – omitted, excluded, not
included.
envoy (noun) – ambassador, emissary,
diplomat, consul.
reservation (noun)
– prearrangement
(reserved for a particular person).
ostensibly (adverb)
– apparently,
seemingly, allegedly, supposedly.
hold (verb) – have, own, possess, share.
widely (adverb) – generally, commonly, by
all, by many, by most.
credit (verb) – recognize, accredit, praise,
acclaim.
Northern Alliance (noun) – it is also known
as the United Islamic Front for Salvation of
Afghanistan (UIFSA), was a coalition of
militias seeking to topple the rule of the
Taliban throughout Afghanistan.
come to a consensus (phrase) – to agree on
something (idea/decision).
interim (adjective)
– provisional,
transitional, temporary.
redouble (verb) – make something more
intense.
strategic partnership (noun) – it is a longterm interaction between two countries
based on political, economic, social and
historical factors (Courtesy: IDSA (Institute
for Defence Studies and Analyses)).
stand (noun)
–
stance,
viewpoint,
standpoint.

21. South Block (noun) – South Block is
a metonym of the Prime Minister’s
Office. (The Secretariat
Building (consists
North & South Block) or Central Secretariat
is where the Cabinet Secretariat is housed,
which administers the Government of
India. The South Blockhouses the Prime
Minister’s Office, Ministry of Defence and
the Ministry of External Affairs). (Metonym
is used as an alternative for something else
with which it is closely related/associated).
22. lasting (adjective) – long-lasting, long-term,
permanent.
23. to begin with (phrase) – at first, at the
outset, at the beginning.
24. resistance (noun) – opposition to, refusal to
accept,
unwillingness
/disinclination/
reluctance to accept.
25. awkward (adjective) – difficult, tricky.
26. interlocutor (noun) – a person who takes
part in a dialogue or conversation.
27. the table (noun) – the meeting place (to
discuss & settle an issue).
28. taker (noun) – a person who is willing to
accept something (an offer/challenge).
29. reconciliation (noun) – restoration of
harmony, resolution, compromise.
30. intra- (prefix) – within.
31. let up (phrasal verb) – decrease, reduce,
lessen; ease off, slow down.
32. potent (adjective) – strong, powerful,
mighty.
33. hold sway (phrase) – hold power, have the
greatest influence, have the upper hand.
34. inter- (prefix) – between.
35. put all its eggs in one basket (phrase) –
don’t take the risk of depending on the
success of one thing.
36. two-fold (adjective) – having two parts/
elements.
37. painstakingly (adverb) – with great care &
thoroughness.
38. build up (phrasal verb) – set up, develop,
establish.
39. anew (adverb) – again, once more, over
again.
40. back (verb) – support, endorse, uphold.
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41. the establishment (noun) – the powers that
be, the authorities, the regime (exercising
power and influence).
42. Intercept (noun) – message received (by
monitoring (radio) communications/signals
secretly).
43. embassy (noun) – the building where a
consul lives and works; consulate.
44. intelligence (noun) – (military &political)
information.
45. prompt (verb) – give rise to, bring about,
cause, trigger.
46. clear out (phrasal verb) – remove, dispel,
depart, drive away (forcibly).
47. under way (phrase) – going on, continuing,
in progress.
48. diplomatic (adjective) – (delicate &
sensitive) consular, foreign-policy, political.
49. retreat (noun) – withdrawal, pulling back,
back down.
50. dent (verb) – diminish, reduce, undermine.
51. reservoir (noun) – source of something.
52. building
block (noun)
–
a
basic/
fundamental/
essential
ingredient;
component, element, factor.
53. pluralistic (adjective) – coexistent; (of
people) exist in harmony irrespective of
various differences.
54. inclusive (adjective)
–
all-inclusive,
comprehensive, all-in.
55. fast track (noun) – relating to a method
which provides for more rapid results.
56. rhetoric (noun) – bombast, loftiness,
hyperbole/extravagant language.
57. perception (noun)
–
understanding,
discernment,
recognition/realization;
interpretation.
58. swiftly (adverb) – quickly, rapidly, fast.
59. upper hand (noun) – a dominating position.
60. narrative (noun) – a representation of a
particular situation; portrayal/account.
61. bureaucrat (noun) – a powerful officer, civil
servant, functionary.
62. cement (verb) – connect, attach, join.
63. regardless of (adverb) – notwithstanding,
despite.
64. undermine (verb) – reduce, diminish,
impede, hinder.

65. strive (verb) – try hard, attempt, aim, make
an effort.
66. endure (verb) – continue, persist, remain,
stay.
67. broad-based (adjective) – wide-ranging,
general.
68. lie in (phrasal verb) – be present, exist.
69. make a leap (phrase) – take a decision/
chance.
70. bridge (verb) – join, link, connect, unite.
71. tragedy (noun)
– misfortune, disaster,
setback.
72. envisage (verb) – foresee, predict, forecast.
73. window (noun)
– opportunity,
chance, suitable time.
74. mediatory (adjective)
– conciliatory,
adjudicating, peacemaking.
75. pause (noun) – break/interval, temporary
stoppage, suspension.
76. hold on (phrasal verb) – stop, pause,
wait/remain, stay put.
77. hostilities (noun) – armed conflict, combat,
warfare/war.
78. sound (verb) – indicate (something); give
the impression of being.
79. abyss (noun) – a catastrophic/ disastrous/
awful situation.
80. bilateral (adjective) – involving two groups
or countries.
81. firepower (noun) – (military) capacity,
ability, strength, muscle.
82. impart (verb) – communicate, announce,
convey.
83. abiding (adjective) – persisting, long-lasting,
enduring, continuing.
84. warmth (noun) – friendliness, affability,
kindness, sympathy.
85. agility (noun) – cleverness, quickness,
sharpness. (an ability to think cleverly &
quickly).
86. firmness of purpose (phrase) – will
power, resolute determination, strength of
character.
87. watershed (moment) (noun) – it used to
mean ‘important changes’ or the ‘turning
point’ in a situation or event. The event that
marks a historic change; historic, milestone,
landmark (moment).
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